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had live-stock and lived in peace. The frontier between
Jamma and Midi is fortified with large stones which remain
from the time when those two provinces made war upon
each other. . . .
In the morning we were noted by an aeroplane, which
brought another. The two bombed us, killing four men
near me.
All day our road led on over a wide green plateau. The
contrast with the rocky ravines was pleasure to the eyes.
In the evening we reached the place for our night's
rest.
Everything was peaceful, no breeze disturbed the air.
Around us the plain seemed limitless. The slim eucalyptus
planted near cone-shaped huts emphasised the branches of
the acacias which spread like motionless kites on the grey-
blue sky as it softened at sundown.
Everything gave the impression of an easy and abundant
life.
The weary Ethiopian soldiers dragged themselves over
the fields. They entered the houses, although they knew
that the place where they had to sleep was not far.
I dreaded another fusillade.
It was strange to see the broken remnants of the army
which in the month of December the Italian Air Force
mentioned in the following terms ..." Dense columns
of Ethiopian troops making their way from Dessye towards
Amba Alagi and Makalle." . . . Dense columns for two
hundred kilometres.
To-day the Emperor received a telephone message
brought from the line by a runner, to say that all was quiet
in Addis and that the southern front was holding firm.
This news led to a fresh council. At the same time we
heard that all Gojjam was in revolt.
The Emperor was in a hurry to reach Fiche. We went
on ... we arrived at Fiche on Thursday night. Five
lorries and five cars were awaiting us there. After a dis-
orderly gebir, for each soldier forced his way in after the
day's fast, we took our places on a lorry, forcing our way in,
"too.
The Emperor, whom I had not seen this evening, for he
remained by himself all the time, passed with a hurried

